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Background

SALSA automates administration and scoring of tests
used to characterize cognitive impairment resulting from
neurodegenerative disease, traumatic brain injury, and
drug toxicity.

A number of widely used cognitive test batteries in-
clude speech-based tasks such as picture description,
picture naming, spontaneous narrative, and verbal flu-
ency. While many of these tests were initially designed
to assess aphasia, they have been demonstrated to be
useful for assessing other conditions that affect cogni-
tion including neurodegenerative disease [1] and neuro-
toxic medications [2] [3].

Test administration and scoring is manual and re-
quires trained personnel, thus limiting use for routine
assessment of large numbers of people for clinical or re-
search purposes. This limitation can be overcome with
automation. However, existing neuropsychological test
batteries tend to rely on keyboard-based interaction with
the person being tested and currently do not include
speech-based assessments.

To address these limitations we developed SALSA,
a system for collecting (via mobile and telephony plat-
forms) and analyzing spoken responses to cognitive tests
(using automatic speech recognition (ASR)) to calculate
speech characteristics that may be useful in assessment
of cognitive function.
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Figure 1: High-level architecture of SALSA.

Assessment clients

• Collect metadata
• Interpret a Test Prototype (defined on the server)
• Recording Subject response
• Upload data to the web service
• iOS, Windows, Telephony

Figure 2: iOS client showing available Test Prototypes for a
project.

Server

• Service-oriented Architecture
• Web application:

• Project administration and transcription interfaces
• PowerPoint to Test Prototype conversion
• Starting individual and batch processing
• Viewing attachments and results

• Web service (RESTful API)
• Database:

• Most tables are immutable; helps with scale, reliability,
consistency

• Schema follows cognitive assessment paradigm (Projects,
Subjects, Visits, Tests)

• Protocol description (Test Prototypes, Stimuli)

• Server-side:
• Implemented with Python, Flask, SQLAlchemy
• Runs on LAMP
• Supports running with Mac OS X, SQLite

• Client-side:
• Implemented with Bootstrap, HTML5 Web audio, JavaScript
• Compatible with recent versions of modern browsers (Firefox,
Safari, Chrome)

• Open source license (See:
http://rxinformatics.umn.edu)

Processing

• Generic, but focused on speech analysis
• Also supports other data, e.g. Mechanical Turk
interactions

• Task Queue embedded in web service
• Workers can be distributed to multiple computers
• Fault tolerant

Figure 3: The web application showing metadata about a
Test.

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

• KALDI ASR toolkit performs acoustic modeling and
decoding [4]

• Acoustic models
• Speaker independent
• 88 base phones primarily from the CMU dictionary [5]
• Other phones: Silence, speech noise, non-speech noise, filled
pauses

• HMMs based on occurrences in Wall Street Journal and
TRAINS

• Task-specific language models constructed using
SRILM [6]

• Speech is preprocessed into 25ms frames, shifted by
10ms

Speech Analysis Modes

• ASR
• Phoneme-level language model from biphone probabilities in
CMU dictionary [5]

• ASR estimates utterance boundaries
• Some extracted features:

utterance count utterance duration (µ)
utterance intensity (µ, σ) F0 variability (µ)
ratio of silence to speech ratio of silence to total duration
silent pause count silent pause duration (µ)
silent pause densities (µ) . . .

• Forced-alignment
• Manual transcription
• Deterministic network used to force alignment
• Similar speech characteristics are calculated, but using word
boundaries

• VF-meter
• Focused on verbal fluency tests
• Phonemic VF language model constructed using unigram
model from CMU dictionary [5]

• Semantic VF language model constructed using bigram model
of words from semantic category, e.g. animals

Figure 4: The transcription interface from the web application.

Figure 5: The web application showing analysis results.
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